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Introduction

Elisha the prophet lived during the 9th century B.C. in a time when Israel was divided
into the northern kingdom of Israel and the southern kingdom of Judah. Many
people at that time were worshiping the false god Baal—it was not a good time in
Israel’s history, but out of that time comes the story of a man willing to say yes to
God, following him wholeheartedly in a new direction.

What's interesting about Elisha is that he was not interesting. When we first meet
him, he is an ordinary guy, living at home with his parents, working on the family
farm, plowing with twelve teams of oxen. He isn't a spiritual giant, the son of a priest,
a great warrior like Samson or Gideon, or even a notable leader.  He didn’t live in
Jerusalem with the kings; there was nothing special about him. He was like you and
me—ordinary.

And then God called him to do something incredible.

Elijah, the famous prophet, arrives at the farm, goes to the back of the line of oxen
where Elisha was working and tosses his coat across Elisha's shoulders.

Elisha knows exactly what this action means: God was calling him to become Elijah's
successor. Even though he didn’t know exactly what this call would mean, his
response shows full acceptance.  First, he requests to say good-bye to his parents,
showing them respect.  Next, he takes his yoke of oxen—the animals that provided
his livelihood— and slaughters them, then burns the plow, his most important piece
of equipment. With his animals and tools now gone forever, Elisha knows he cannot
return to the fields. Having burned “plan B,” he shows full commitment to God’s call,
no turning back! In not holding on to what he had, he made himself available for
God to do much through him.1

Total Commitment to God as his Steward-Investor

Those who follow Christ halfheartedly don't follow him very far. Elisha showed that
he was willing to follow God's call on his life with abandon and the same should be
true of our calling to be stewards of God’s resources, especially as investors. Have
given God your finances with the same commitment as Elisha. You don't have to
fully understand at the beginning what total obedience will entail, but I’d like to lead
you to a better understanding of the broad responsibilities of your call to be a
steward of God’s portfolio. Over time,  as you begin obeying more completely, you
see the implications of being a steward-investor.

Why I wrote this book

1 1 Kings 19:15-21



The biblical principles I present are pertinent to the global body of Christ, especially
those who live in developed economies. This book is written for every Christian who
owns a mutual fund, an IRA, a 401(k), a 403(b), a stock, or a bond and who wants to
obediently follow God's call to be a steward of his resources. If you have a job and a
retirement account, and are serious about responding to God’s call, this book applies
to you. The Bible teaches us many things about our role as God’s stewards and there
are many warnings for those who are entrusted to manage investments.
Investments are a form of ownership and when you invest in any of the accounts
listed above, you become a business owner—and God has plenty to say about how
business owners should conduct business. The warnings in Scripture should make
most Christian investors uneasy regarding what they have been taught to think
about wealth accumulation and investing.

Are you hoarding wealth? Is it possible that the companies you invested in have
unfair labor practices? Are you living a life of self-indulgence? Have your investments
exploited the innocent? These are hard questions that Scripture directly addresses.

This is not a book about generosity or giving money away after it is made, although
generosity is one component of stewardship. This book is about our calling and
responsibility to invest money so that God’s purposes are achieved, because the
investments we select are an equally important component of stewardship.
Donations are not sacred and investments are not secular, although many behave as
though this is the case. We pray for God’s kingdom to come, on earth as it is in
heaven, but do we invest to achieve that goal? What does a portfolio that seeks to
advance God’s kingdom look like? Are we investing just to increase our personal net
worth?

Many stewardship writers and advisors start by teaching sound money management
principles and how they operate within the world’s economic system. Then, they
apply biblical principles as an add-in. However, as we seek godly wisdom in how to
steward His investments, I believe it’s crucial to begin with biblical principles and
mandates as our foundation then apply these in a way that influences our behavior
in the world’s economic system.  It may seem trivial to urge this distinction but I have
found that the order we use produces a wide difference in the decisions we
ultimately make.

It is incumbent upon us as stewards of God’s resources to invest in ways that
accomplish His purposes. Since the beginning, God has had a plan to be in
relationship with men and women. After the fall, he planned to restore the resulting
broken relationships and we are privileged to participate in this plan.  He entrusts
resources to us, but we often don’t see them that way—instead we squander or
invest them poorly relative to achieving spiritual objectives.



This book is designed to help break us out of this worldly investment
approach and open the floodgates of our resources to build God's
kingdom.

Stewardship’s Insufficient Definition

I have studied finance most of my life and I have lost count of the books I have read
on stewardship. Although I have never been a person who reads for pleasure, I have
always read daily for research purposes. I remember devouring Randy Alcorn’s book
Money, Possessions, and Eternity in the early 2000s and deepening my
already-established convictions about stewardship—namely an acknowledgement
that God owns everything and I am His steward.

Most stewardship books and resources provide wonderful teaching on financial
competencies such as getting out of debt, living on a budget, saving for the future,
getting market-like returns, avoiding high expenses while investing, and the
importance of charitable giving. Some books provide details of lives that have been
transformed, usually after achieving great wealth, and then go on to describe how
those individuals start to experience great joy and fulfillment in being exceedingly
generous. Some books even provide deep challenges to the reader about our need
to be generous givers because it is part of our role as stewards of God’s resources,
showing verses like Malachi 3:10 and teaching that the Lord asks us to “test Him” in
our giving. But a steward-investor is committed to tithing first and deploying the
remaining 90 percent to further God’s purposes.

Other books go further, promoting  a new line of thinking for Christian investors by
challenging them to adhere to Biblically Responsible Investing (BRI) principles.   BRI
is an investment discipline which suggests that Christians should screen their
portfolios for companies that do not align with their Christian values. Christians can
and should act on BRI principles and avoid participation in the negatives of the
investment world. BRI alone is insufficient for a steward-investor. We need to go
beyond filtering out what we don’t like or are opposed to, and instead deliberately
seek investments that promote the good things that Christians believe which align
with the loving God we serve. We ought to learn how to proactively invest in ways
that advance God’s kingdom, not simply avoid investments that are in opposition to
His values.

But, even with the plethora of stewardship books and materials available, I have not
found any that provide an in-depth view of our role as Christian investors. The role
and responsibilities of a steward-investor are foreign to most Christians because our
teachers and pastors rarely have a robust understanding about the financial services
industry or the investment world. Similarly, many financial advisors are unaware of



the investment opportunities available that achieve both financial and spiritual
outcomes.  Books and sermons discuss what a good steward should do after they
have made money through work or investing, but teachings are scarce regarding the
biblical principles that should be applied during the “making of the money.”
Twenty-first century Christians, especially those living in the west, are among the
wealthiest in all of human history but lack an understanding of the dangers when
wealth is mishandled.

A steward-investor needs to address these concerns: What does an optimized
kingdom-impact portfolio look like? Can I actually accomplish good in the world
through investments and not just charity? Might I be guilty of living a life in pursuit
of pleasure, luxury, and self gratification to the detriment of those who are
vulnerable, exploited, or impoverished?

Overview

This book will walk us through a more robust summary of our role as God’s stewards,
better understood as his oikonomos (explained in chapter 1), with real-life examples
that illustrate how we can invest in ways that bring salt and light and the gospel to
unreached locations. After covering basic investment terms and concepts and the
differing roles charity and investment play in missions and economic development,
we will define righteous business and missional enterprise and discuss why it is so
hard for Christian investors to fulfill their role as fiduciary of the Lord's resources. We
will discuss what a quadruple bottom line (QBL) investment is and how to design a
QBL portfolio, as well as the difference between the personality of capital when
influenced by the spirit of mammon and how capital might be personified in the
kingdom of heaven.  Building on a better understanding of stewardship, we will
discuss how to invest after-tax, pre-tax, and charitable capital to fulfill the Great
Commission and the Great Commandment. We will challenge some of the current
thinking regarding modern portfolio theory, private equity, and venture capital and
will suggest how to use these concepts in better ways to advance the kingdom of
heaven here on earth. Finally, we will test modern financial planning concepts such
as financial independence , the 4% rule, capital retention, and traditional estate
planning techniques as we seek a biblical model for investing, retirement, and
wealth transfer.

If you are willing to accept God’s call to be his steward-investor in the same way that
Elisha obediently and fully accepted God’s call to be his prophet, then let's get
started.



Chapter 1- God’s Oikonomos

“Now listen, you rich people, weep and wail because of the misery that is coming on
you. Your wealth has rotted, and moths have eaten your clothes.  Your gold and
silver are corroded. Their corrosion will testify against you and eat your flesh like fire.
You have hoarded wealth in the last days.  Look! The wages you failed to pay the
workers who mowed your fields are crying out against you. The cries of the
harvesters have reached the ears of the Lord Almighty.  You have lived on earth in
luxury and self-indulgence. You have fattened yourselves in the day of slaughter.
You have condemned and murdered the innocent one, who was not opposing you”
(James 5:1-6, NIV).

Three taboos in casual conversation are politics, religion, and money. Families rarely
share the naked truth of family finances at the dinner table, let alone in friendly
chats with friends. Sure, we love to talk about the economy, the stock market, or the
latest trends in a particular stock or crypto currency. But we seldom talk about our
salary,  share our tax return,  or leave our open checkbook or investment statements
laying on the kitchen counter when we have dinner guests. Why is it that our
financial affairs are off limits for discussion or evaluation by family or friends?

My vocation, for nearly thirty-five years, has required that I ask questions about
personal finances and spending habits. I am not bashful about getting to the core of
how people behave with their money. To have a successful financial planning
outcome, I require all clients to provide three years of tax returns, a monthly budget,
checkbook summaries, and copies of all investment, bank, and insurance
statements. By the time I prepare my analysis of a family’s financial health, I typically
know more about their financial affairs than they do. I know the nitty-gritty of their
tax situation, whether they cheat or if I can save them money. I know how much
their home and cars are worth and how big their mortgage and car payments are. I
know exactly how much they spend on vacations, hobbies, indulgences, shopping
trips, and Amazon purchases.  I know whether they are generous or stingy and their
religious affiliation. If they are Christians, I can easily determine if they tithe or if they,
like the majority of Americans, give only two percent of their income.1 Most
importantly, I know exactly what is in their portfolio and the underlying performance
of each investment.

In the course of my analysis and recommendations, I always ask why they selected
the investments  they own.  Most of the time, investors have no explanation for why
they select their portfolio holdings other than the occasional, “I read an article about

1 https://balancingeverything.com/church-giving-statistics/

https://balancingeverything.com/church-giving-statistics/


the company” or  “for diversification” response. Rarely do people include any moral or
ethical objectives in their investment choices.

For Christians, it is important to understand what is in their portfolio and why. But it
is equally important to remember that every financial resource that God
entrusts to us, not just tithes and donations, should be used to serve
Him and to accomplish His purposes. God’s mission in the world is to reconcile
all that was broken during the fall and to restore mankind's personal relationship
with Him, one person at a time. Christ died “that those who live might no longer live
for themselves but for him who for their sake died and was raised” (2 Cor. 5:15). A
poignant real-life story may help to illustrate how critical it is to use every resource,
including our investments, to complete God’s mission.

Disaster in Soldotna, Alaska: A Failure to Use Available Resources

The following real-life story will help illustrate our critical it is to use every resource,
including our investments, to complete God’s mission:

Stan Gerlitz was on duty as a flight service specialist at 12:55 Friday afternoon when
the pilot radioed that airplane N6908D, a single-engine Piper PA-22,  was having
engine trouble.  The despairing pilot was crossing the notoriously difficult and frigid
waters of the Cook Inlet near Kenai, Alaska, with passengers on board who were
returning from Bible Camp at Port Alsworth on Lake Clark, just 120 miles away.
Under normal conditions this was a routine flight of just over one hour. However, on
this day strong headwinds and insufficient fuel proved deadly.

Gerlitz, upon hearing the plane's tail number, recognized the plane and pilot and
knew immediately that his daughter was one of the passengers aboard the four-seat
aircraft.  Gerlitz was unable to talk to either his daughter or the pilot because the
panicked pilot kept the microphone keyed, making it impossible for him to receive
messages from the FAA or other pilots. But, Gerlitz was able to hear the pilot say, “OK
kids, we're going to have to ditch,” then silence. The plane ran out of fuel and crashed
into the icy waters. To make matters worse, the aircraft had been traveling without
cold water survival gear.

Cook Inlet is beautiful with high, snow-covered mountains surrounding it, but it is
considered one of the most dangerous bodies of water in the world. Glacial currents
keep the average water temperature below fifty degrees even in mid-June, leaving
the pilot and three passengers with even less chance of surviving the plane crash.
Cook Inlet had already claimed countless lives and on June 16, 2009 it claimed four
more.



State trooper Tom Sumey noted, “He [the pilot] ran out of gasoline, and there are two
other documented incidents where he ran short of fuel.” Sumey added that the pilot
had “an extremely bad habit—one he has seen in other bush pilots—of leaving a
remote town with just enough fuel to reach the larger airport destination to fill up.”2

Maybe arrogance, self-confidence, or boredom that can accompany a routine flight
were in play—we don’t know the exact reason that the pilot failed to use all the
resources at his disposal. We are not even sure whether he checked the winds aloft
forecast, a factor critical for any pilot to determine the amount of fuel needed for a
trip.  We do know that he did not have lifesaving survival equipment and that he did
not top off his fuel tank. He abjectly failed to employ every resource that was
available, and in this instance, the ramifications were fatal.

My family and I were in Soldotna, Alaska in 2017 working at a children’s camp for the
summer when I came across the following true story.  It poignantly illustrates my
point about failing to use resources properly. It resonated with me because I am a
trained private pilot, myself. I know how important it is to always use every resource
available to avoid a tragic accident. Similarly, we are to use every resource available to
help those in need avoid a tragic outcome.

I wonder how many other people have died needlessly , because someone did not
effectively manage or use the resources they had at their disposal.  I also wonder
how many have died without Jesus—spiritually speaking— because we have been
poor stewards of the resources God has placed in our care. The stewardship of
resources is a serious business and God expects us to give it serious
attention.

I wonder how many Christians, just like the negligent pilot, fail to manage the
resources God provides and entrusts to them in ways that bring prosperity, justice,
mercy, and redemption to the world. Donating is important, but we are also
managers of God’s resources when we select investments—long before we give the
earnings away. Christian investors can learn to employ investment techniques (in
addition to their charitable giving) that bring salt and light to a broken world.

In the chapters ahead we will see examples of investing in ways that bring
transformation to communities and that make Jesus familiar in locations where his
name is mostly hidden.  We may begin to realize that financial competency and
generosity are insufficient as we take a deeper look at the meaning of the word

2

https://www.upi.com/Archives/1989/06/19/Pilot-radios-FAA-official-that-daughters-plane-going-down/86
72614232000/
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steward. When we deliberately invest with a proper stewardship mindset, we can
accomplish far more for God’s Kingdom than we ever thought possible.

What is a Steward?

The word steward is rooted in the Greek word oikonomos. The oikos was the
household in Greek society and the oikonomos the manager of the household.3 Our
English word economics derives from oikonomia, which means household
management. As we will see, the very root of our “economic system” is connected to
management of someone else’s resources. A steward in ancient Greek culture was
not the owner of the house, but the appointed manager of the house and all
household affairs. He was responsible for making sure the home was clean and ready
for the owner’s use. He was also responsible for managing the finances and servants
in the household as well as children not yet of age. A steward managed everything
on behalf of the owner, including the care of receipts and expenditures.4 The
oikonomos would similarly be responsible for management of vineyards, farms, and
other business or investment affairs as the owner delegated authority.

In the ancient Greek context, stewardship was about utilizing and managing all
resources entrusted to, but not owned by, the steward in order to fulfill the true
owner’s purposes.  In the same way our stewardship role requires that we use all
resources entrusted to us to bring God, the True Owner, glory and achieve His
purposes. In both cases, financial competence is a given: competence is a
prerequisite and necessitates that a steward keeps expenses below income, spends
within a budget, and does not allow excessive debt. Generosity, which reflects one of
God’s primary attributes, is also a basic characteristic for a steward of God’s resources.
A steward knows the character of his master and manages resources  accordingly.
Providing adequate finances for our family is also one of our responsibilities, but
stewardship must include purposes beyond  competent household budgeting and
saving. The central essence of biblical stewardship is managing
everything God brings into the believer's life, including—and
especially—investments in a manner that honors God and fulfills His
purposes.

The ideas of “steward” and “stewardship” are overused and misunderstood in
contemporary circles. When we define stewardship as mere competent money
management, achieving good financial returns, providing for our family, and giving a
portion back to God, we minimize the scope and responsibilities of this important

4 https://www.biblestudytools.com/lexicons/greek/kjv/oikonomos.html

3 Foxhall, Lin (2016-03-07). "household, Greek". Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Classics.
doi:10.1093/acrefore/9780199381135.013.3168. ISBN 9780199381135



role. I prefer to use the word fiduciary to define our role as God’s stewards based on a
more complete understanding of what the role entails.

What Is a Fiduciary?

Although the word fiduciary is a legal term and not frequently used by the typical
investor, I believe it provides us with a more complete description of what it means
to be a biblical steward. For this reason, throughout the remainder of the book,  I will
use the words fiduciary and oikonomos to describe our role as Christian stewards. My
hope is that these words in particular will serve as a reminder of the important and
comprehensive responsibilities of this role.

Advisors in the financial services industry define a fiduciary as a person or
organization that acts on behalf of another person or persons, putting their clients'
interest ahead of their own, with a duty to preserve good faith and trust. Being a
fiduciary thus requires being bound both legally and ethically to act in the other's
best interests.

Perhaps one of the best modern-day embodiments of an ancient Greek oikonomos
(a biblical steward) and modern-day fiduciary is the fictional Alfred Pennyworth.
Alfred was far more than just the butler to Thomas and Martha Wayne, Batman’s
deceased parents.  The Waynes trusted Alfred so much that upon their death, he
became Bruce Wayne’s legal guardian and fiduciary of the entire Wayne estate.
Alfred was a surrogate father to Bruce and the legal custodian to everything he
would inherit. Alfred was not only the caretaker of the mansion and the overseer of
the land, he was the successful fiduciary of the multinational business and
coordinator of all the other advisors regarding legal matters and financial
management of Bruce’s trust fund. Bruce’s parents were generous philanthropists
and one of Alfred’s duties was to continue their benevolence. But his fiduciary duties
extended far beyond making generous donations.

Similarly, our job as God’s fiduciaries requires us to do far more than make generous
donations to churches or other worthy causes. We must manage all of our affairs in a
manner worthy of being God’s oikonomos. We must seek to fulfill His purposes and
not just our own.

I have been a fiduciary of other people’s money for almost thirty-five years. As their
fiduciary they expect me to be competent. More importantly, I am legally bound to
put my client's best interests ahead of my own. My responsibilities and duties are
both ethical and legal. Acting as fiduciary I am required, first and foremost, to
accomplish the objectives that the actual owner has for their assets.



Strict care must be taken to ensure no conflict of interest arises. Generally speaking,
a fiduciary is compensated for their time and expertise, but no profit is to be made
from the relationship or the successful accomplishment of the stated goals. The
fiduciary does not own anything that they manage. They can be sued and
imprisoned for failing their fiduciary duty by operating as though their assets were
their own. I have noticed that many Christians consider both the investments they
hold and the growth on the investments to be their own, but a fiduciary realizes that
the investments and earnings are owned by the Master.

The apostle Luke reminds us that “you also, when you have done everything you
were told to do, should say, ‘We are unworthy servants; we have only done our duty’”
(Luke 17:10). What would you say to God if you sat and spoke together about the
investments he trusted you to manage on His behalf?  Would you consider changing
the way you invest—both what you invest in and how you envision the earnings on
those investments being used?

A diminished understanding of what it means to be God’s fiduciary will result in
inappropriate management of investments. Christians may mistakenly think that we
are managing resources for our own benefit and interest when in fact our job is to
accomplish the true owner’s goals. The apostle Paul tells us that even our bodies are
not our own, that we have been purchased for a price (1 Cor. 6:19-20, NIV). If even my
body is not my own, then surely the other things that I call “mine” are also not my
own. This includes “my” investment portfolio, “my” nest egg, “my” retirement
account, “my” home and everything in it. Since God trusts me to be His fiduciary,
then He must want me to realize that stewardship is far more than competent
money management and generous giving and to invest in ways that bring Him
glory.

Investing 101: The Basics

I have met with thousands of investors who  had difficulty describing what
investments they owned and why. Let me explain some basic financial principles
and definitions so that we have a good foundation to build upon. We must
understand the basic building blocks of an investment portfolio so we can apply
these principles in our role as God’s fiduciary.

Four Cornerstones of Investing

There are four key areas of a sound investment plan. First, cash reserves are monies
we have on hand for an emergency or for short-term cash flow needs. They are very
safe and easy to access, but they earn a very low rate of return. Examples include
savings and checking accounts, money markets, and credit union accounts. The
second area is adequate protection. These are investment strategies such as



insurance products used to protect you in the event of a tragedy. Insurance products
can alleviate the financial burden of a severe disability, long-term nursing care, or
premature death.  The third and fourth areas are fixed investments and variable
investments, respectively.  Fixed investments earn a fixed rate of return and are
generally used to produce income. Examples include CDs, bonds, fixed annuities,
and mutual funds that hold bonds or loans.  Variable investments, on the other hand,
are used to grow our money for the future. They grow at varying rates depending on
the economy and an investor is never sure, in the short term, whether their value will
increase or decrease. But, over time, they tend to provide excellent long-term
returns. Variable investments include stocks, mutual funds that own stocks, or any
other business interest.

While past performance is no guarantee of future returns, a balance of fixed and
variable investments can help an investor increase their net worth through reduced
risk and increased returns.

Investing 201: Stocks, Bonds, Bank Instruments, or Alternatives

Since all investments fall into one of four categories—bank instruments, bonds,
stocks, or alternatives—it is critical that we understand the differences. As fiduciaries
for God, we will see that these four different asset classes can be used either to
achieve God’s purposes or to bring damage to the cause of Christ.

Most people can explain how bank instruments work: an investor deposits money at
a bank and the bank promises to pay a fixed interest rate. The bank, in turn, assumes
the risk by lending our money to other people for mortgages, credit cards, or other
loans, and charges a higher interest to the borrower than they pay to the depositor.
But if you are like many American investors that I have talked with over my career,
you may still be unclear on the difference between a stock and a bond.

A bond is a loan. When you invest in a bond you are making a loan to the bond issuer
which could be the government or a company. The bond issuer promises to pay you
back interest as a stream of income over a set period of time. At the end of the time
(maturity) the bond issuer will repay the loan. Assuming the bond issuer does not go
out of business, you will receive a steady stream of income plus your principal back at
maturity. It is for these reasons that bonds are considered conservative investments
and  are frequently used by income-oriented investors.

A stock represents ownership in a company. Investors can make money in two ways
with stocks. If the company is profitable, the company can take the profits and use
them to grow the company by building new stores, creating new products,
manufacturing more efficiently, selling more products, and so on. Generally
speaking, when the company grows its business, the value of the company will



increase. As a result, the value of the stock, which represents a partial ownership in
the company, will also increase. This is called a capital gain. The second way that
investors can make money in a stock is if the company decides to pay out the profits
to the stockholders (owners), which is called a dividend.

Alternative investments include real estate, commodities, or crypto currencies. For
most Americans, their investments fall into the first three categories: bank accounts,
bonds, or stocks. Even the mutual funds that most Americans own are simply a pool
of stocks or bonds.

Most of us do not think of ourselves as business owners unless we have a family
business. But, when we invest, we become either owners of businesses or lenders to
businesses. In either case we have a responsibility to know whether the
companies dishonor God in practice or expand His kingdom on earth.
Investors are business owners and the Bible has a lot to say about what business
owners should and shouldn’t do, like pay fair, timely wages and provide a form of
social security through gleaning and margins (some of these social support systems
required the vulnerable to work, other systems did not require labor). The Bible also
cautions about things that employers should not do. For example: exploit widows,
orphans, and foreigners or use unjust scales, for example.  The ancient world did not
have the construct of our current economic system with shared ownership through
stocks and stock markets to conduct trading of companies. But today, if you own
stocks or mutual funds you are, in fact, an owner of the business. The scriptures that
are directed to business owners therefore apply to us as investors as well.  James tells
us:

You have hoarded wealth in the last days. Look! The wages you failed to
pay the workers who mowed your fields are crying out against you. The
cries of the harvesters have reached the ears of the Lord Almighty. You
have lived on earth in luxury and self-indulgence (James 5:1-6, NIV).

As an investor, you must ask yourself how his words apply to you because of your
ownership in companies held in your portfolio.  James is not the only apostle who
warns investors about how to use their wealth. The apostle John writes, "But whoever
has this world's goods, and sees his brother in need, and shuts up his heart from him,
how does the love of God abide in him?"(1 John 3:17). Thinking of doing good things
but failing to do them is not the same as being rich in good works. Jesus is not
impressed by our bank statement, but by whether we use His things to bring
blessing and further his kingdom (Matt 25:31-46).

Moving Beyond Basic Financial Competence



Why bother with these definitions in a book about stewardship?  Because to be
God’s fiduciary you must be, at a minimum, competent in financial matters. The idea
that God would expect a manager of his money to be competent is very much like
our expectation that those we hire are fit for the task. We expect the mechanic who
services our car to be competent in automobile diagnostics and repairs. We expect
the electrician who wires our house to be competent, otherwise his poor work could
result in a fire. We expect those who teach our young children to competently
assemble the best resources for teaching so that our children learn how to read,
write, and do arithmetic. God expects you to have basic financial competencies like
those I have outlined above in order to serve as His oikonomos.

This book assumes financial competence. If your family carries excessive debt,
cannot live on less than what you earn, is not saving for the future, and is not
practicing generous giving, then you do not yet have the financial competence  to
completely fulfill your role as God’s steward.  I suggest that you read one of Randy
Alcorn’s books, either The Treasure Principle or Managing God’s Money, or John M.
Templeton Jr.’s short book, Thrift and Generosity, as a foundation for being God’s
oikonomos. These books will teach you basic financial competencies before you
explore the more advanced role of being God’s fiduciary as His portfolio manager.

If you are already competently managing financial affairs—if you do not carry
excessive debt, if you have accumulated wealth, and are faithfully generous with the
resources entrusted to you—then let’s explore how wealth can be used to build the
Kingdom of God on earth. Let’s consider what a missional enterprise is, and how to
invest to achieve God’s goals. Is it possible that even in your financial competence
the harsh warning from the apostle James might apply to you? Could you be
condemned for not investing the way God, the True Owner, would like you to invest
though you are a competent money manager? Could you be charged with living in
luxury, being self-indulgent, or being a hoarder whose investment portfolio has
cheated workers, exploited the vulnerable, and profited from others’ weakness or
vulnerability?

Are you ready to build God’s kingdom by investing as God’s fiduciary?



Final Chapter 2:    Investment and Charity

“The key to ending extreme poverty is to enable the poorest of the poor to get their
foot on the ladder of development. The development ladder hovers overhead, and
the poorest of the poor are stuck beneath it. They lack the minimum amount of
capital necessary to get a foothold, and therefore need a boost up to the first rung.”1

I have a friend who frequently asks his listeners, “Do you know the best way to help
an impoverished child who is starving and illiterate?” He waits for a while then finally
answers his own question: “Give the parents a job by investing in a sustainable
business in their community.”

Most Christians are concerned about the poor and are genuinely motivated to
alleviate suffering associated with poverty. Typically, Christians turn to charitable
giving and respond to direct pleas for help from relief agencies, support fundraisers
for short-term mission trips, or provide monthly support for agencies serving the
poor. As a result, scores of Christians are generous donors to thousands of charities.

However, donations alone are insufficient and can be damaging. Paraphrasing
philanthropist Andrew Carnegie, writer Ben Davis says:

Charitable giving may not be the most effective way of solving world
poverty. Indeed charitable giving may even distract from finding the
best solution—which might involve a complex rethink of the way the
world organises its economic relationships, and large-scale government
initiatives to change people's conditions.2

Leveraging the power of  investments provides more robust and effective help.

The word “investment” is confusing because professional fundraisers and
development officers frequently use the term to describe the donations they seek to
raise. Although donations can have compounding impact like an investment,
professional fundraisers are technically soliciting donations and not raising
investment capital, because a donation does not expect any return of principle. It is a
gift which is never expected to be returned to the giver.

On the other hand, an investment, by nature, expects a return of principle.
Depending on the goals of the investor, the financial return above and beyond the
return of principle may differ from zero to high but the investor does not expect a
complete loss of their capital. Sometimes loss occurs when we invest—even a

2 How does Carnegie View  Inequality? Ben Davis May 7, 2021
https://www.mvorganizing.org/how-does-carnegie-view-inequality/

1 Jeffrey Sachs, The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for our Times. Penguin Books, 2015. p. 244.



complete loss—but an investor does not presume at the outset that they will lose
their investment. Therefore, few grants or donations should be categorized as
investments.

In reality, both donations and investments are necessary, but when God’s fiduciaries
choose donations only, and not investments, we hinder the completion of His goals.
So, we need to be wise in determining which method is most appropriate and most
effective for resolving a particular problem. Donations are the most frequent solution
for evangelism, church needs, and other concerns. Sometimes they are necessary,
but so often the body of Christ uses charity because it is the easiest but not the best
solution.

Let’s explore the roles that charity and investment play as we seek to achieve God’s
objectives and why investment is absolutely necessary.

Charity in the Form of Relief

When communities experience catastrophic events, donations, grants, and
philanthropy are generally the most effective solutions for relieving the immediate
pain and stress these tragedies cause. This form of giving is considered relief: the
urgent provision of resources to reduce suffering resulting from a natural or
man-made disaster. Relief is both modeled and taught in Scripture. Jesus explains
relief to us in Matt. 25:35:

“For I was hungry and you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty and
you gave me something to drink, I was a stranger and you invited me in, I
needed clothes and you clothed me, I was sick and you looked after me, I
was in prison and you came to visit me.”

Similarly, the psalmist writes, “Defend the weak and the fatherless. Uphold the cause
of the poor and the oppressed. Rescue the weak and the needy; deliver them from
the hand of the wicked” (Psalm 82:3-4).

However, relief alone has limitations for providing rescue, defense, and deliverance.
Relief that extends too long has been shown to cause dependency, and can
exacerbate the very problems it is trying to solve. For example, a January 13, 2010
headline read “Emergency Drinking Water Relief for Haiti: Nestle Waters North
America Pledges $1 Million in Bottled Water for Quake-Stricken Haiti.”3 The article
showed the Port-au-Prince airport tarmac strewn with thousands of boxes of clothes
and cases of bottled water stacked so high they looked like hundreds of towers of
Pisa. The clothes and water were necessary relief to provide emergency clean water

3https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/emergency-drinking-water-relief-for-haiti--nestle-waters-n
orth-america-pledges-1-million-in-bottled-water-for-quake-stricken-haiti-81385267.html

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/emergency-drinking-water-relief-for-haiti--nestle-waters-north-america-pledges-1-million-in-bottled-water-for-quake-stricken-haiti-81385267.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/emergency-drinking-water-relief-for-haiti--nestle-waters-north-america-pledges-1-million-in-bottled-water-for-quake-stricken-haiti-81385267.html


to the more than two million people in Port-au-Prince and surrounding areas
without potable water following an earthquake. But, when the free resources of
water and clothing continued beyond what was needed for relief, the excessive
donations damaged the livelihood of local water purification and bottling companies
and crippled local clothing manufacturers.

From Relief and Rehabilitation to Development

Charitable and philanthropic donations are absolutely necessary during severe crises
but are best suited when rehabilitation is the end goal. Rehabilitation is restoring a
community to pre-disaster conditions and rectifying any conditions that brought
about the disaster.

Once rehabilitation is achieved, it is generally accepted that economic development
should begin. Economic development is the process which enables a community to
provide for its own needs, beyond former levels, with dignity and justice. It is a
process of ongoing change that moves all the people involved, both those helping
and those receiving help, closer to being in a right relationship with God, self, others,
and the rest of the creation.4 “Development must be indigenous, comprehensive,
long-term, and aimed for improved self-reliance,”5 says Robert Munson. Art Beals, in
his book Beyond Hunger: A Biblical Mandate for Social Responsibility, further
explains economic development:

World Concern defines Christian development as “a process that
enables people to consider, choose, and implement alternatives for
their lives that are consistent with God’s intentions for mankind.” This
development process must promote self-reliance in meeting basic
individual and community needs; it should progress toward the
equitable distribution of human, economic, and material resources;
and it should provide each person an opportunity for fuller
participation in the economic and political life of his country, providing
personal life-experiences which are consistent with God’s intentions for
humankind.6

Development, then, requires Christians to go beyond charity and begin investing to
create sustainable solutions that bring human flourishing.

Water4Ever: Development in Sierra Leone

6 Dr. Art Beals, Beyond Hunger: A Biblical Mandate for Social Responsibility. Multnomah Press, 1985, p.
87.

5

https://www.slideshare.net/bmunson3/challenges-in-doing-churchinitiated-christian-development-in-t
he-philippines, slide # “introduction”

4 Steve Corbett, Brian Fikkert, Katie Casselberry. Helping Without Hurting in Church Benevolence: A
Practical Guide to Walking with Low-Income People. Moody Publishers, 2015, p. 26.

https://www.slideshare.net/bmunson3/challenges-in-doing-churchinitiated-christian-development-in-the-philippines
https://www.slideshare.net/bmunson3/challenges-in-doing-churchinitiated-christian-development-in-the-philippines


In contrast to the overwhelming flood of bottled water that devastated local bottling
companies in Port-au-Prince, the company Water4Ever is a catalyst and partner that
invests in people, enterprises, and places “thirsty for change” by providing safe water
solutions to communities in Sierra Leone. Water4Ever is one of nineteen local,
missional businesses supported by Water4, an Oklahoma City-based non-profit
which supports many clean water projects across Africa. A recent investment was
made through Water4 to support expansion of Water4Ever’s service area. The new
water infrastructure alleviates systemic poor water conditions in a new customer
service area while helping prove the sustainability of the business model.

Sierra Leone has high disease mortality rates from people drinking and using unsafe
water. It is a country with many coastal regions where groundwater is
contaminated by flooding and pollution. Sewage spilling from inadequate treatment
infrastructure along with refuse and garbage fermenting in the hot sun further
contaminates water sources.

The poorest residents are forced to retrieve water from the foul and rancid ponds,
puddles, and mostly dry river beds. Waterborne illnesses linked to unsafe water
include cholera and diarrhea. In 2019, the child mortality rate for Sierra Leone was
109.2 deaths per 1,000 live births, one of the highest in the world.7 Local people don’t
understand the link between health problems they experience and their unsafe
drinking water because education about health and hygiene means are absent.

Unfortunately, many of the community wells that have been established over the
years no longer function because the communities were unable to maintain
them—a common occurrence for many charitable relief projects that are designed
to meet a short-term need but are not well-thought out for long-term sustainability.
Many philanthropic organizations tug at peoples’ hearts by asking them to donate to
well drilling projects because wells fitted with hand pumps can be relatively
inexpensive to get started. But, in the absence of training local people to take care of
the hand pump and charging for water so that there is money available to pay for
maintenance, water projects are doomed to fail.

Sierra Leone is predominantly Muslim, but because of the region’s history, most
people also practice traditional animism, devil worship, and other ancient African
religions. The key to reaching these people with the light of the gospel is showing
them God’s love in tangible ways and sharing the good news of Jesus. One tangible
way to serve the communities in this way is providing access to safe water.

7 Sierra Leone Child mortality rate, 1960-2020 - knoema.com

https://knoema.com/atlas/Sierra-Leone/Child-mortality-rate


Water4Ever uses a Business as Mission8 approach to provide safe water in Sierra
Leone while also bringing residents the message of the gospel. Working together
with community leaders, Water4Ever establishes water points, a central water station
with a borehole, and a filtration and pumping system. Water is sold from these
locations at an affordable rate. Sometimes smaller substations containing a storage
tank and metering capabilities are needed to bring water closer to residents who
don’t live near one of the main water point stations. Alternatively, those who can
afford it may wish to pay to have the water pumped to home connections so they
can have water piped directly to their homes. (For more about Water4's goal of
empowering people to be the solution to the global water crisis, see the Appendix for
information about CEO Matt Hangen's 2021 Tedx talk.)

Steve Corbett and Brian Fickert in their book When Helping Hurts state that
“Material poverty alleviation is working to reconcile the four foundational
relationships so that people can fulfill their calling of glorifying God by working and
supporting themselves and their families with the fruit of that work.”9 Water4Ever’s
community development accomplishes four-fold transformation across economic,
social, environmental, and spiritual lines.

Economic Impact: The Water4 approach brings economic stability. By installing and
managing NUMA-branded water points that generate revenue from water sales,
small businesses can provide ongoing operations and maintenance of the
infrastructure. For most residents, the cost is well below three percent of their
income and is ultimately a far lower expense than lost days of work or illness caused
by unsafe water. To bring this kind of sustainable change, patient investment capital
from like-minded Christian donors and investors is required to “prime the pump” for
business enterprises such as this that provide employment and prosperity for many
local residents.

Social Impact: Water4Ever leadership has a positive influence in the community.
Their current staff of eighteen is expanding and more clean water is anticipated to
reach an additional 130,000 local residents in the next two years. Water4Ever staff
provide WASH training to local residents. WASH stands for Water Access, Sanitation,
and Hygiene and educates participants about the value of safe water.

Environmental Impact: The majority of Water4’s systems run on solar power, which
in Sierra Leone reduces the tons of carbon that would otherwise be emitted through

9 Steve Corbett and Brian Fickert, When Helping Hurts: How to Alleviate Poverty Without Hurting the
Poor . . . and Yourself. Moody Publishers, 2014, p. 87.

8 Water4 is building missional businesses that are designed, at their very core, to scale.  Water4 invests
in business leaders who are making disciples both in the company and in the communities they serve.
They start with finding a market that will work with the business model, then build discipleship
activities into the business. Business as Mission will be further explained in Chapter 5



gasoline-fueled generators and pumps. Moreover, water is dispensed and sold in
reusable jerry cans rather than small plastic bags and bottles which cause pollution.

Spiritual Impact: NUMA (from the Greek word for Spirit) water points, whether a
hand pump or a kiosk where people fetch water, are also the center for social
interaction. These locations are ideal for Water4Ever staff to share the gospel
message with customers as both customers and water staff continually work and live
together in the same communities. Water4Ever has a pastor on staff who oversees
the company’s spiritual impact. Local leaders hear the gospel, become believers, and
are discipled. They then begin discipling others in the community using Water4’s
disciple-making program called Multiply. The good news spreads to their families
and, by God’s grace, throughout the communities where they live and work.

Water4Ever illustrates the transformative process of an economic development plan
that enables a community to meet its own physical, spiritual, emotional,
psychological, social, economic, and political needs. Creating sustainable businesses
in locations that have been fractured by catastrophic events is difficult and risky, and
long-term, patient, and generous capital investment is required to accomplish such
lofty goals. But creating sustainable businesses is a critical step in accomplishing
true economic community development. As we serve God in our role as fiduciaries,
Christians must be willing to participate in not only economic relief via traditional
charitable donations, but also in the generous deployment of God’s investable
resources into viable businesses that can bring economic, social, environmental, and
spiritual transformation.

Economic Development Sustained by Wealth Creation

When we ably deploy God's resources through business, we participate in creating
wealth for communities like those in Sierra Leone. . While some believe there is only
a fixed amount of wealth in the global economy, visionary business people are
increasing and adding to wealth in communities around the world.

Paul Stevens keenly says:

Wealth creation is the process by which needs and wants are satisfied.
It is not a zero-sum game that makes one person’s gain another’s loss,
although that might have been the case before the Industrial
Revolution, when supply was limited, and one person’s meal was at
another’s expense. Wealth creation is part of bringing shalom
to people and the world.10

10 Paul Stevens, Doing God’s Business:  Meaning and Motivation for the Marketplace. Grand Rapids,
Eerdmans, 2006, p. 30.



A comprehensive understanding of how deploying investments can accomplish
sustainable economic solutions beyond charitable mechanisms requires us to
acknowledge some biblical foundations for wealth creation itself. Mats Tunehag, the
Senior Associate on Business as Mission for the Lausanne Movement,11 notes:

Wealth creation in and through business is beyond corporate
philanthropy. Businesses do not exist to simply give away profit. They
primarily exist to create different kinds of wealth for people and
societies. It is not only about financial wealth, but also social, cultural,
intellectual, and spiritual wealth.12

Additionally, the Lausanne Movement’s Wealth Creation Manifesto states:

We believe that creating real wealth is what God desires from us: wealth
that blesses families, communities, and countries. That blessing
includes sharing faith and love, providing jobs that are meaningful and
reflect the creativeness of our God. Building business for the long haul:
sustainable and scalable. . . . We trust that these examples will spark the
church and business community to consider how they might affirm,
align and release wealth creators to the ministry of the gospel.

Wealth creation is rooted in God the Creator, who created a world that
flourishes with abundance and diversity. We are created in God’s image,
to co-create with him and for him, to create products and services for
the common good. Wealth creation is a holy calling, and a God-given
gift, which is commended in the Bible.

Wealth creation through business has proven power to lift people and
nations out of poverty.13

Dignity Coconuts: Development and Wealth Creation in the Philippines

Dignity Coconuts, a business in the Philippines, provides another example of using
God’s financial resources, both donations and investments together, to create
wealth and alleviate poverty.

Coconut slavery, known as “copra slavery,” is a real economic issue in many
impoverished regions. To reduce production costs, large coconut processing and

13 https://lausanne.org/content/wealth-creators-contribution-holistic-transformation

12 https://businessasmission.com/wealth-creation-for-holistic-transformation/
11 The Lausanne Movement is an agency connecting influencers and ideas for global mission

(also,
https://www.bamglobal.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Wealth-Creation-Biblical-Views-Octo
ber-2017.pdf

https://lausanne.org/content/wealth-creators-contribution-holistic-transformation


distribution companies primarily contract with big plantations, leaving owners of
small coconut farms at the mercy of middlemen who consolidate these smaller
harvests into a larger supply then sell to large manufacturers while making a large
profit for themselves. Furthermore, these middlemen take advantage of the small
producers by offering loans at their time of need. On the outside, these middlemen
look like kind friends since they are providing money to compensate for a low
harvest, for medical expenses, schooling fees, and other urgent needs. But these
loans come at a high price—often having interest rates of 25 to 200%.

Predatory lending such as this makes it nearly impossible for borrowers to repay
loans before another emergency arises, leaving the farmer in a perpetual cycle of
enslavement to the debt. Payment terms are rarely written down or explained, so
these simple farmers never realize their “friend” is the very person keeping them in
poverty.

Dignity Coconuts started with a few people and a dream. After years of helping
people out of poverty and modern-day slavery through charity-based programs,
Dignity founders knew the task ahead was too big for small, individual efforts. They
knew that while non-profits and micro-enterprises were doing good things, global
poverty and worker exploitation continued to increase. The UN says that 10% of the
world’s population are living on less than $1.90 per day.14 Because of this extreme
poverty, they must make impossible decisions every day. This kind of poverty denies
them the dignity of providing for basic needs such as food, health, housing,
education, and safety.

Dignity Coconuts was founded with the vision to break the chains of poverty and
modern-day slavery. Dignity founders talked to local farmers in the Philippines,
asking what they needed most and what skills or resources they had to contribute.
The locals explained that coconuts are abundant and have many benefits for
consumers. It was decided that, in partnership with the community and local
growers, Dignity would build a business that provides jobs, fair trade, education, life
skills training, and an opportunity for local coconut farmers to participate. Dignity
located the factory based on the needs of the community which is rural, hard to
access, with unclean drinking water, and high unemployment. “Few businesses
would choose to locate here,” says one of their founders, “but that's exactly why we
are here.” Dignity is bringing education, clean water, jobs, and, most importantly,
hope.  Take a look at the breadth and depth of Dignity’s impact:

Economic Impact: Dignity is connecting local farmers directly to the global economy
and giving farmers an opportunity to get fair prices for their coconuts and to be

14 https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/poverty/



treated with respect by recognizing their innate dignity following years of oppression
and copra slavery.

Social Impact: Life in the village has improved and unemployment has dropped
dramatically. Prior to Dignity Coconuts, the village was a six hour jeep ride on muddy,
rutted roads; it had poor electricity, no bank, and no medical facility. Dignity required
a paved road and stable electricity be supplied to the village to support a processing
plant the size needed to process thousands of coconuts per day. After repeatedly
visiting, encouraging, and cajoling Philippines federal and provincial officials, a
35-mile paved road now makes the region accessible by car in an hour from the
nearest city. A closer bank branch was established to cash workers’ checks; stable
electricity is available (most of the time); and five times a day buses ply the new
route bringing access to city goods and services.

Environmental Impact: Organic agriculture is good for the environment and a
healthy option for consumers. Dignity provides training to help coconut farmers to
properly care for their trees so that they can be organically certified. Following
devastating typhoons in 2019 and 2020, Dignity was instrumental in replacing
thousands of damaged and lost trees. As an extension of Dignity’s training in family,
health, and finance, it conducts courses on its land providing hands-on education
about growing healthy vegetables.

Spiritual Impact: In 2017 I visited the Dignity "Community Transformation Plant," as
their production facility is fondly called, and I was amazed at the spiritual impact. The
local leaders have a genuine love and care for their workers, farmers, and the greater
community that resulted in hundreds deciding to follow Jesus. Many weekends were
filled with baptism celebrations in the ocean partnership with local churches. I
listened to many stories of Jesus giving them the power over selfishness, addictions,
corruption, fear, and many other struggles through discipleship groups. Medical
personnel from the United States have visited to provide free medical clinics to
hundreds of people in the community and that lives are transformed physically and
spiritually through these events.

Coconut products are doing more than providing a quality, healthy product on
grocery store shelves—they're transforming thousands of lives. Dignity is not
stopping at the transformation of communities and lives in the Philippines. They
have structured their plan to make it reproducible to other industries and products.
Once the concept is proven and markets are opened, Dignity will build more and
more plants all over the world. The business model isn’t even limited to coconuts.
Dignity will go to communities and ask them what resources they have, then build
businesses based on the values and culture of Dignity Coconuts while utilizing local
abundant resources.



Dignity’s founders and investors have a big dream for the future and have
confidence that their success in one hard place will encourage other Christian
businesses that they too can effect change. Business was the solution. Not just any
business, but a new way to do business. The exchange of wealth around the world is
vast, but unfortunately, the unequal distribution of wealth leads to extreme poverty.
Dignity using business as a vehicle for change created a business that would
transform the future for the poor.

A project on the scale of Dignity Coconuts does not happen by chance or through
donations. Christian investors who agree with the holistic goals and planned
outcomes have been willing to invest in the project. Over $5 million of equity
ownership was invested to capitalize the project. By 2021 the project employed 135
workers and supported an additional 156 coconut farming families. Dignity Coconut
products have found their way to the shelves of more than 1300 grocery stores in the
United States.

Rescue, Relief, and Rebuilding for Dignity in 2020-2021

Sometimes catastrophic events occur which devastate even the best plans. At the
end of 2019 and in early 2020 the Dignity processing facility was at the center of five
large typhoons. The devastation, combined with COVID-19 restrictions for work and
movement of products, wreaked havoc on the business and community. Complete
or partial loss of nearly half of its 89,000 organic-certified coconut trees meant grave
financial loss for farmers, lost wages for processing workers, and loss of homes in the
community. These catastrophic events required a different answer than more
investment dollars. It was necessary to implement some relief measures to stabilize
the community and to make sure that families had rice to eat. Dignity, through its
network of investors and friends,was able to raise approximately $215,000 in
donations through five separate relief and repair events. These donations were used
to distribute nearly a quarter million pounds of rice to 5,985 families, to rebuild or
repair 336 houses, to replant 5,000 coconut trees, and much more. Charity and
investment worked hand in hand to accomplish God’s purposes of caring for the
vulnerable and bringing long-term solutions.

Conclusion

While we pray for the Kingdom of God to come “on earth as it is in heaven,” we must
harness every resource that God entrusts to our care, employing them to reconcile
brokenness and enable His kingdom to flourish. This imperative holds for every
aspect of our lives including our investable assets, portfolio holdings, nest egg, and
all that is included in our calculable net worth.



Both charity and investment are necessary components for healing the world's
problems. Each has its place in doing good and bringing reconciliation to broken
systems. Christians are taught that generous giving is a primary component of their
fiduciary responsibility, but when it comes to economic development and healing a
hurting world and bringing hope and a future in desperate circumstances, charity
alone is insufficient. Charity can cause dependency and damage a community,
culture, and human spirit if extended too long. We need to advance beyond a
“charity is sacred” and “investment is secular” mentality.

Perhaps you already give generously to causes that are important to God. Have you
considered your duty to invest (not just donate) resources in ways that accomplish
God’s purposes? There are many opportunities to be generous, but few of them are
sustainable investments with multiple bottom-line impact.



Chapter 4---Righteous Business

“When the righteous prosper, the city rejoices.” Ancient Proverb

Most of us look at our investment statements to see whether the account value went
up or down, but rarely do we give thought to the values, ethics, or morality of the
businesses we invest in. As fiduciaries of God’s resources we have a duty to invest
strategically with concern about whether specific businesses are advancing or
ignoring God’s kingdom, not simply if they are profitable.

Are Businesses Righteous or Wicked?

We only need to review the headlines to find evidence that businesses are evil. In the
late 1990s, the Enron scandal regarding faulty and misleading accounting led to the
implosion of a Fortune 500 company which devastated employees and investors,
wiping out their life savings. With the recent death of Bernie Madoff, we are
reminded of the 2008 exposure regarding his appalling behavior. He swindled
individuals, not-for-profits, universities, and other investors out of nearly $50 billion
through an elaborate Ponzi scheme.  The respected company Volkswagen admitted
in 2015 that eleven million of its vehicles were equipped with software that was
designed and used to cheat on emissions tests. In 2016 Cambridge Analytica was in
the news for using Facebook data from some fifty million users to interfere with the
2016 United States presidential election. In 2020 it was revealed that Wells Fargo
created fake accounts in customer’s names, generating over $2.6 million of unearned
fees from customers without their permission.1

Nearly every day we hear about business fraud, greed, and corruption. If you don’t
know what values you are supporting through your investments, you support this
behavior. As God’s fiduciary, you are complicit when you invest in and turn a blind
eye to the underlying fundamental business practices of the companies you invest
in. Your ignorance of a dangerous work environment or exploitative labor practices
funded by your investments does not relieve your responsibility for the harm that is
incurred.

In chapter 1 we discussed the fact that whether we invest directly in companies by
purchasing their stocks or if we invest in them via a mutual fund—or if we have an
IRA or 401(k) or nest egg of any kind—we are owners or lenders to these businesses.
The warnings in the book of James discussed in chapter 1 are harsh towards business
owners who don't treat workers fairly and who are greedy hoarders for their own
benefit. Likewise, investors are complicit in the evil and corruption of the businesses
that they own through their investments. Alternatively, investors deserve some credit

1 https://www.cbsnews.com/news/wells-fargo-pays-record-fine-for-customer-abuse/



for the goodness and life that is accomplished through the righteous businesses
they invest in.

Values-Based Investing: Making Moral Choices

Sometimes when I speak about values-based investing I use the following example
to help people understand that investing has a moral component. I ask these
questions:

● Would you be interested in investing in a mutual fund that has averaged over
10 percent per year since 2002, even with the great bear market of 2008?

● What if I told you that the fund is a blend of U.S. and foreign large cap stocks
and has beaten the S&P 500 by almost 2 percent annually since 2002?

That’s an attractive track record. Are you interested?

If you had invested $10,000 when the fund started in August of 2002, your
investment would have tripled in value by August of 2016.  What if I told you that it
has a strict screening process for the selection of stocks which the manager
considers “recession proof” due to their strong earnings and profits even during
recessions? If you weren’t interested before, are you now?2

What if I added that the name of this fund is the “Vice Fund,” and according to the
fund's prospectus it invests as follows:

Under normal market conditions, the Fund will invest at least 80% of its
net assets in equity securities [stocks] of companies that derive a
significant portion of their revenues from alcoholic beverages, tobacco,
gambling, gaming, publishing and weapons manufacturing.

Investopedia describes the fund in this way: “[it is] a mutual fund managed by USA
Mutuals that focuses its investments on vice industries often considered socially
irresponsible investments or ‘sin stocks.’”3 This blatant statement of how the fund
invests its assets ought to get our attention.

As followers of Christ and as fiduciaries of His resources—not our own—we have a
responsibility to consider how profits are made, not just how much
profit is made.

3 https://www.investopedia.com/terms/v/vice-fund.asp

2 This is not a solicitation of investment for a particular fund. Past performance is not a guarantee of
future performance. Investors should always consult their financial and tax advisor before making an
investment.

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/v/vice-fund.asp


Where do we draw the line for what is acceptable or unacceptable to gain a profit? Is
it acceptable to gain extra profits by taking advantage of people’s addictions? What
about gaining from companies who exploit workers, allow unfair labor practices, or
pay below-living wages to produce products at a lower cost? Should we be
concerned about investments that support or profit from pornography or abortion?
What about higher profits gained by avoiding environmental regulations and
polluting the environment? Is it acceptable for a company to pay bribes to avoid
regulations?

As fiduciaries of the Master’s resources, are there some investments that we should
avoid? The answer is yes, but unfortunately, statistical evidence and my three
decades of experience as a financial advisor confirms that most Christians do not
select their investments any differently than non-Christians do.

How can we possibly reconcile this chapter’s opening stories of corruption with the
idea that businesses themselves and, by extension, investors in businesses, are
considered sacred and not secular? Is it possible to see work, jobs, and business
enterprise as part of God’s design for the world—included in what he declared good
when he created the world and something worthy of investment?

What does Righteous Business look like?

In the winter of 1995, a large fire broke out at Malden Mills in Lawrence,
Massachusetts. The fire did not kill anyone but devastated a town already in
desperate straits. The textile mill, one of the few large employers in the town, went
up in smoke—a total loss—leaving Aaron Feuerstein, the owner, with few options.4 If
Feuerstein, a man in his early seventies, had decided to pocket the $300 million in
insurance proceeds and retire, few would have blamed him. Even if he didn’t want
the sedentary life of a retiree, he could have taken this opportunity to re-invest in an
offshore manufacturing operation for his company as most others in his industry
would have done. After all, New England wages were among the highest in the
world and his trademark Polartec fleece could have been made anywhere, with
cheaper labor and more profit. However, Feuerstein told Parade magazine, “I have a
responsibility to the worker, both blue collar and white collar. I have an equal
responsibility to the community. It would be unconscionable to put 3000 people on
the streets and deliver a death blow to the cities of Lawrence & Methuen Mass.”5

Feuerstein made two shocking decisions: he decided not only to rebuild the factory
right there in Lawrence, but also determined to keep all employees on the payroll

5 Parade Magazine, September 8, 1996, pp. 4-5

4 Leung, Rebecca.  “The Mensch of Malden Mills:  CEO Aaron Feuerstein Puts Employees First.”  CBS
News.  July 3, 2003.  Retrieved May 17, 2021.
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/the-mensch-of-malden-mills/



during the reconstruction. The latter decision alone cost $1.5 million per week. In all,
he paid out more than $25 million and he became known as the “Mensch of Malden
Mills—a businessman who cared more about his workers than about his net worth.”6

The Yiddish word mensch describes a person of “integrity and honor,”7 who does
what is right, because it is right, towards family or strangers, at home, and in public.
When people behave with honesty, integrity, consideration, and respect, they
themselves prosper as does society at large. By spreading mensch-like behavior we
can make our society happier, healthier, and more successful. Proverbs 11:10
describes this kind of person, saying “When the righteous prosper, the city rejoices.”8

Feuerstein was known as a wise businessman and would have known that the cost
of his plan would be more than the insurance settlement. Apparently, he used a
different bottom line than just the one below the numbers. He told CBS news, “You
are not permitted to oppress the working man.”9 On another platform, an award
ceremony for business ethics, Feuerstein explained his motivation for making such a
shocking and counter-cultural decision, quoting Jeremiah 9:23-24: “Let the rich
man not praise himself, but rather, by demonstrating the will of God,
show kindness, justice, and righteousness in his actions.”10

What are Justice and Mercy?

Which investment better suits your role as a fiduciary of God’s resources: Polartec or
the Vice Fund? Fiduciaries of God’s resources should aim to extend the Kingdom of
God by investing in businesses and management teams that at a minimum do no
harm to the causes of Christ and, even better, proactively invest in companies that
honor Christ and bring prosperity and blessing to their employees and community.
When we make such choices, we live out God’s instruction found in Micah 6:8 (ESV):
“He has told you, O man, what is good; and what does the Lord require of you, but to
do justice, and to love kindness, and to walk humbly with your God?” Another
version, lending a different word for kindness, is the NIV, which says to “act justly and
to love mercy (emphasis mine).”  As we well see, mercy is a specific type of kindness.

Investing righteously requires a deeper understanding of justice and mercy in the
context of business.

Micah 6:8 is a summary of how God wants us to live. The text says to “do justice” and
to “love mercy.” You may think these are two entirely different things, but they are

10 Keep this Book of the Law (Joshua 1:7-8), Part 2 of “Get Ready”, SEPTEMBER 25, 2017 / ENACTEDWORD,
https://enactedword.com/2017/09/25/keep-this-book-of-the-law-joshua-17-8-part-2-of-get-ready/

9 https://www.cbsnews.com/news/the-mensch-of-malden-mills/

8 Proverbs 11:10, NIV

7 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/mensch

6 https://www.cbsnews.com/news/the-mensch-of-malden-mills/



not. Mercy and justice go hand in hand. The Hebrew word translated as mercy is
chesedh and it describes God’s unconditional grace and compassion. There are two
Hebrew words translated as justice which are mishpat and tzedakah (also rendered
tzadeqah). Both mercy and justice refer to how we are to treat the less fortunate,
with justice generally emphasizing the action itself, while mercy emphasizes the
attitude (or motivation) behind the action. The two together tell us that walking with
God requires that we do justice out of compassionate love in action. It is not passive.
We can and should apply these principles to our investment choices as well.

One of God’s primary actions in the world is to identify with the powerless. He takes
up their cause, loving and defending those who have the least social and economic
power (see Deut. 10:18). As previously noted, there are two Hebrew words that are
typically translated as justice. The first word, mishpat, occurs over 200 times in the
Old Testament. In its most basic sense, mishpat means “to give people their rights. .
.what they are due, whether punishment or protection or care.”11 We know that God’s
character is frequently described as taking up the care and cause of the widows,
orphans, immigrants, and the poor (Psalm 146:7-9, NIV). Frequently God is identified
as the defender of these vulnerable groups.12

But there is more to the biblical idea of justice than simply treating people equitably.
The second Hebrew word translated as justice, tzedakah, usually points to a life of
right relationships. The name of the Old Testament king Melchizedek, mentioned in
the book of Genesis, literally means “king of righteousness” because it has tzedakah
as its root.

I have generally applied the word “righteousness” to describe private morality or to
the behavior of people who have a deep relationship with the Lord. But in the biblical
context these words grow in their application. They describe how we should conduct
all relationships in family and society with fairness, generosity, and equity. Aaron
Feuerstein was a righteous businessman because he did not separate
his core values from the way that he managed his business.

Timothy Keller, in his book Generous Justice, explains the inextricable link between
mishpat and tzedakah. He explains mishpat as referring to “punishing wrongdoers
and caring for victims of unjust treatment” which is a necessary practice due to our
failure to live out [tzedakah, the right relationships] as “behavior that, if it was
prevalent in the world, would render [mishpat] unnecessary, because everyone
would be living in right relationship to everyone else. Therefore, though tzadeqah is
primarily about being in a right relationship with God, the righteous life that results

12 See Ex. 22:22 and 23:9; Lev. 19:33-34; Psalms 10:14 and 82:3-4 for examples

11 Timothy Keller, Generous Justice, Penguin Group, New York, 2010, p. 4



is profoundly social.”13 A world with perfect tzedakah (right relationships with
everything) would eliminate the need for mishpat needed to make things right
following injustice.

Frequently in the Old Testament, tzedakah and mishpat are used together, creating
one new concept out of the two ideas with particular implications for our society and
how we invest. When tzedakah and mishpat are used together, they create the
concept of shalom which means both “justice” and “peace.” Shalom is a Hebrew
word typically understood as peace. In truth it is a much richer word meaning
harmony, wholeness, completeness, prosperity, welfare, and tranquility. In this
context, wholeness is everything that undergirds people’s well-being and security,
and even extends to restoration of relationships that have been broken. The biblical
idea of shalom is the reason justice always must be “social,” as Dr. Keller notes. When
there is shalom, everything is as it should be, and the brokenness caused by the
great fall in Genesis is restored.

Justice and Mercy Applied to Business

As a fiduciary of God’s resources wouldn’t you like to ensure that your investments
are consistent with chesedh, mishpat, tzedakah, and shalom? Businesses that
balance the interests of all their stakeholders, including stockholders, employees,
customers, suppliers, and even the surrounding community are hard to find. What
follows is an example of a righteous company in the modern era (those who know
me well are not surprised by the fact that I take an interest in a chocolate company).

Milton Hershey founded the Hershey chocolate company in 1903 with the innovation
of putting milk into the chocolate bar. The company prospered, as did all the dairy
farmers in the surrounding countryside near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. When the
depression hit and business fell apart, Hershey committed to not lay off his
employees. Instead, he created his own public works projects in the town and put his
employees to work building houses, an amusement park, a hotel, and a boarding
school for orphans. The boarding school teaches orphans practical life skills within a
supporting community. Hershey established a trust that provides operating revenue
for the school. By depositing a large portion of Hershey company stock into the trust,
the school is still funded to this day by the dividends and capital gains of the
company.14

The book of Proverbs tells us that “When the righteous prosper, the city rejoices”
(Prov. 11:10, NIV). The root word “rejoice” in Proverbs 11:10 is particularly important. A
unique term used only one other time in the Old Testament, it describes ecstatic joy,

14 https://www.biography.com/business-figure/milton-hershey

13 Timothy Keller, Generous Justice. Penguin Group, New York, 2010. p. 10-11.



the exultation and triumph that people express in celebration of a great victory15

such as winning the World Cup or being delivered from the hand of your enemy.

This is deep, passionate rejoicing: dancing-in-the-streets,
ticker-tape-parade-expressions of soul-soaring exultation.

Amy Sherman in her book Kingdom Calling comments about this kind of
rejoicing:

By this we realize that the righteous, in their prospering, must be
making a positive difference in their community. They must steward
their power, wealth, skills, and influence for the common good to bring
about noticeable, significant transformation in the city. Otherwise, what
would be prompting the residents to go crazy with gladness and
gratitude.

Indeed, what the text teaches us is that by the intentional stewardship
of their resources, time, talent, treasure, business acumen and
prosperity, the tsaddikim (righteous person) bring nothing less than a
foretaste of the Kingdom of God into Reality.16

As a fiduciary of God’s resources, do you invest in businesses that exemplify the
righteousness described in the book of Proverbs? Do your companies cause
ticker-tape-parade-like dancing in the streets?

“The wicked have no such concern.”

Proverbs describes this type of investing in another: “The righteous care about justice
for the poor, but the wicked have no such concern,” says Proverbs 29:7.

Compassionate care for the poor is not commonplace in today’s business
environment or in the investment world. Business and investor money flow to where
it can be easily multiplied for maximum profit. A radical commitment to care about
the needs of multiple stakeholders, not just the shareholders, is absent from most
investment discussions. This might be because the “wicked have no such concern”
for anyone except themselves?

A few years ago I received a disturbing proxy from one of the mutual funds that I
owned at the time. It was a core holding, a short-term bond fund that should have
been benign regarding the types of investments that it was making. I was disturbed
when I ready the proxy statement in which the board of directors recommended

16 Amy Sherman, Kingdom Calling: Vocational Stewardship for the Common Good (Downers Grove, IL:
InterVarsity Press, 2011), 18.

15 https://biblehub.com/hebrew/5970.htm



that I vote against a shareholder proposal that would "institute transparent
procedures to avoid holding investments in companies that, in management's
judgment, substantially contribute to genocide or crimes against humanity, or other
egregious violations of human rights.”17 The board of directors was suggesting that
the ends justify the means, and that financial performance is to be regarded as
paramount regardless of how it is achieved. They were recommending that I should
invest in companies that “substantially contribute to genocide or crimes against
humanity, and egregious violations of human rights” in order to protect my own
financial return. If you live in the United States and own one of the most popular
short-term bond index funds, there is a high likelihood that you own this fund. It is
extremely popular in large 401(k) and pension plans because of its consistent stability
and performance.

To me, there is no clearer evidence that our current culture exemplifies Proverbs 29:7:
“The righteous care about justice for the poor, but the wicked have no such concern.”
As a follower of Christ, I need to consider my decisions. Should I vote to protect my
performance at the expense of other people’s welfare, or should I care more about
justice for the vulnerable and exploited than I do about my own financial return? The
word of God makes it clear that one action is righteous, and the other action is
wicked.

Traditional capitalism and the influence of Milton Friedman in the 1970s teach us
that the primary  purpose of business is to maximize shareholder value. As we
manage the Lord's resources, as His fiduciaries  we need to care about others, not
only ourselves. In ancient Hebrew, the verb translated “care about” is yada which
suggests an intense and deep level of care.18 The same term is translated in Genesis
as “to know” and is used to describe Adam and Eve’s intimate relationship. So, when
the righteous “care about” justice for the poor, it means that they are intensely
invested in seeing justice done for the poor. Their concern is deep, intimate, and
passionate. Shouldn’t our management of His resources cause us to seek optimized
outcomes and maximized profit for all stakeholders— the community, the
environment, and those who are in need—not just for a single stakeholder, the
shareholder?

Aaron Feuerstein said about Polartec:

We insist the business must be profitable . . . But we also insist a
business must have responsibility for its workers, for the community
and the environment. It has a social obligation to figure out a strategy,

18 https://biblehub.com/hebrew/3045.htm

17 The name of this security is withheld to protect its privacy.



which will be able to permit workers to make a living wage. There’s a
responsibility to the workforce and to this community.19

I have observed that in many ways, secular impact investors are more dedicated to
influencing business toward the accomplishment of their social, environmental, or
values-based outcomes than followers of Jesus are in making investments that
influence godly outcomes. Impact Investing which seeks positive ESG
(Environmental, Social and Governance) outcomes or achievement of the United
Nations SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals)  has gained traction since the 1970s
and is now one of the fastest-growing sectors of the investment industry, and yet few
Christians are even aware of the terms I am describing. Christian steward-investors
serving as God’s oikonomos should be leading the charge for ethical investing which
promotes human flourishing and advances the kingdom of God on earth. We must
go above and beyond “impact investing” if we want to accomplish God’s purposes
with our investment monies.

Scripture tells us that “when the righteous prosper, the city rejoices”  (Prov. 11:10).
Have you considered your role as an investor? Do your investments cause cultural
rejoicing? Are you simply giving a portion to support God’s work or to help those
who are less fortunate when your investments do well? Are you concerned about
whether the “making of the money” brings blessing or pain? Do you invest in ways
that actively “care about justice for the poor,” or do the ends (profit) justify the means
(the possible exploitation of the vulnerable or harm to the environment)? In the
following chapter we will begin to explore what missional or redemptive investing
looks like.

19 http://moralheroes.org/aaron-feuerstein/



Chapter 5---What is Missional Business?

In the last chapter I pointed out that some businesses are wicked while some are
righteous. A business like Polartec represents what I would refer to as a “righteous”
business, where the priorities of the owner clearly align with how God would have us
organize and operate a corporation. On the other end of the spectrum would be
pornographic production companies such as Vivid Entertainment or the
not-for-profit corporation Planned Parenthood whose goals and operations are
contrary to God’s ordinances.  I would refer to any such company as “wicked” since
their primary purposes and values stand contradictory to a Christian worldview and
they do not promote the welfare of humanity as God admonishes believers in Christ
to do.  Many businesses fall somewhere between these two poles and are, at least on
the surface, neither wicked nor righteous.  As Christian investors we should know the
difference and seek to invest in businesses whose values and standards for earning
money are consistent with both God’s character and His purposes. These
considerations go deeper than simply seeking righteous companies.  Fiduciaries of
God’s money are responsible to use it for His purposes. Let’s dig deeper to
understand the extra steps we can take to embrace this serious responsibility.

My journey into understanding my role as God’s fiduciary began in 2003 when I
made a trip to Krasnodar, Russia, on the Black Sea, to teach business fundamentals
to university students. It was there that I learned first hand how difficult it is for many
people to lift themselves out of poverty, especially in places where the system is
broken, corrupt, and stacked against the little guy. I thought, How can I help to level
the playing field for these young, motivated university students who must overcome
so many roadblocks to succeed?

I am an investor by training and vocation, and an entrepreneur in practice having
partnered in several business startups. I know how important it is for small business
owners to have honest, stable, and trustworthy capital.  Since my time in Krasnodar I
have gained further understanding of  the need for Christian investors specifically to
participate in providing trustworthy capital in corrupt environments.  Like-minded
investors are desperately needed to support Christian business owners and to help
level the playing field in difficult parts of the world.  In frontier markets, where
corrupt capital and business practices  are prolific, Christian investors are needed so
that Christian business owners can model business practices that promote human
flourishing. Our role as God’s fiduciary requires us to not only screen out and choose
not to invest in companies that offend our moral beliefs, but also, and even more
importantly, to proactively invest in companies and places where our values will
reflect Christ and elevate the ethical bar in society.

Business as Mission and Commerce as a Vessel for God’s Kingdom Work



When Eugene Peterson paraphrases the text from the book of John, saying: “The
Word [Jesus] became flesh and blood, and moved into the neighborhood. We saw
the glory with our own eyes, the one-of-a-kind glory, like Father, like Son, generous
inside and out, true from start to finish” (John 1:14, MSG), he gives us a vision for how
earthly the presence of Jesus really is.  Jesus wants to show up all over the globe and
commerce makes that possible everywhere.

Commerce is the language of the entire world, cutting across all social, economic,
racial, age, and gender barriers. Every one of us must participate in the marketplace,
and therefore there is no better place to build real, authentic relationships than here.
Business people go to where people are, identifying people’s physical, financial, or
spiritual needs, and offering solutions to meet those needs. We’ll discuss Business As
Mission (BAM) in this chapter. BAM is committed to expanding the kingdom of God
through business enterprise. Investors participate in the Great Commission
not only by donating to missions programs but also by strategically
investing in missional enterprises around the globe, especially in
least-reached places.

One of our most important duties as fiduciaries of God’s resources is participating in
the Great Commission where Jesus instructs his followers to “go and make disciples
of all nations'' (Matt. 28:19, NIV). We have been trained to do this through going
ourselves or by donating to a missions organization to support a missionary who
intends to become an incarnational witness to unreached people. But there is more
to the directive than going or sending.  Kenny Burchard offers a clarifying
perspective on the idea of “going”:

The idea here is not “go on a mission trip” or “go somewhere.” The
participle [going] conveys a continuous action that is already
happening right now, but that also continues to happen into the future.
So, the idea is more like . . .“As you’re going along in your life.” The great
commission is not a verbal command to go . . . It is a command to
disciple as you are already going.  Going where?  Answer: everywhere.1

Businesses, whether located locally or in a foreign country,  are an effective and
sustainable method of making disciples while we are conducting the normal
business of life. It is like “moving into the neighborhood” because through business,
we can build deep friendships with our employees, vendors, customers, and the
community. When we invest in BAM businesses we seamlessly integrate disciple
making into the ordinary routines of everyday life. Unfortunately, many Christians
believe there is a false dichotomy between what’s “sacred” and what’s “secular” and

1 Kenny Burchard | Nov 7, 2013 | Biblical Studies, Hermeneutics
http://thinktheology.org/2013/11/07/greek-geeking-the-great-commission-in-matthew/)
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that business is secular while mission is sacred. We must shed this understanding.
The late Dallas Willard, professor of philosophy at the University of Southern
California,  states:

There truly is no division between sacred and secular except what we
have created. And that is why the division of legitimate roles and
functions of human life into the sacred and the secular does
incalculable damage to our individual lives and to the cause of Christ.
Holy people must stop going into “church work” as their natural course
of action and take up holy orders in farming, industry, law, education,
banking and journalism with the same zeal previously given to
evangelism or to pastoral and missionary work.2

In the same way, we must abandon the misunderstanding that investing
is secular and donations are sacred. From the first chapters of Genesis, God’s
design for human flourishing incorporated the management of resources,  an early
form of commerce. Business as Mission is not a new concept, but rooted in scripture
and early Christian practice modeled in Acts and many of the writings of the Apostle
Paul. Therefore, capitalization of business through investment must be understood
holistically as a necessary and critical part of great commission activity.

What makes a BAM business different from other businesses?

There is not a single agreed-upon definition of a Missional Business, BAM Enterprise,
or a Great Commission Company. Some preferred terms are redemptive business,
transformational business, or spiritual impact business. Regardless of what it is
called, some common principles emerge:

● They are businesses that are real, not deceptive platforms used to gain access
to a “closed country” or “creative access” location. These businesses are
profitable and sustainable while also having a clear and intentional focus on
facilitating the expansion of God’s kingdom to the ends of the earth.” (Acts 1:8,
NIV)

● They are businesses focused on holistic transformation of individuals and
communities through the multiple bottom lines of social, environmental,
economic, and spiritual outcomes.  These are sometimes called quadruple
bottom lines, or QBLs. Whether business owners adhere to church planting,
disciple making, evangelistic or incarnational witness strategies, they are
concerned about the world’s poorest and least-evangelized peoples.

2 Dallas Willard, The Spirit of the Disciplines: Understanding How God Changes Lives, New York,
HarperCollins. 1988, p. 214.



Business as Mission is about reconciling everything broken by the fall of mankind as
described in Genesis. The Bible begins with God creating the world, giving life to
Adam and Eve, assigning them tasks, and walking with them in the Garden of Eden.
However, in the biblical account of events, this situation does not last very long.
Deceived by a serpent, Eve eats the fruit of the forbidden tree and Adam follows her
lead. The result is what is historically called the “fall” of humankind. The fall affected
social, environmental, economic, and spiritual spheres of human life as the
subsequent curses upon what God created “good.” This resulted in the need for
restoration in  four main areas of brokenness:

Social (Human Relationships): God created Eve because it was not good for Adam
to be alone, demonstrating God’s intention for us to be in fruitful relationships with
each other. With the fall, relationships fractured and became contentious.

Environmental (Creation): God created a world that was both healthy and
self-healing. It was balanced, integrated, and symbiotic. With the fall, mankind’s
relationship with the rest of creation became antagonistic and exploitative rather
than cultivating and nurturing.

Economic (Abundance): God gave Adam and Eve access to abundant resources for
their wellbeing. He told them to be fruitful and multiply. With the fall, resources
became scarce, work became difficult, and business became selfish rather than
altruistic.

Spiritual (Connection with God): Adam and Eve were created to be in a relationship
with God. With the fall, this relationship fractured.

Secular investors have been using the triple bottom line of financial, environmental,
and social) assessment to evaluate investment impact since the 1970s, but I was
introduced to “purpose” as a fourth bottom line in a 2012 blog post by Mats Tunehag.
He asked, “How can businesses serve people, align with God’s purposes, be good
stewards of the planet and make a profit? (emphasis mine)”3 These four areas of
people, profit, planet, and purpose align with the spheres of life listed above affected
by the fall:

People (Social): Addresses our relationships with one another in families, towns, and
institutions.

Planet (Environmental): This is our relation to the natural resources made as part of
creation— resources which we are to steward, on God’s behalf, for ourselves and
future generations.

3 http://matstunehag.com/2012/04/22/business-as-mission-people-purpose-planet-and-profit/



Profit (Economic):  Pertains to the provision of goods and services to mankind.
God’s instruction to “be fruitful and multiply” applies not only to the
reproduction of man and woman as a species, but also to the
multiplication of all resources. Resources can be used, cultivated, multiplied,
and traded to meet every need of man and woman, which is the definition of
business. Business is about the creation and multiplication of resources to meet
needs. Animal husbandry, grafting of fruit trees, creating medicine and vaccinations
from natural elements, manufacturing—all find their genesis in the creation
narrative.

Purpose (Spiritual): Purpose acknowledges our unique relationship with the triune
God, our creator. God’s purpose for men and women is that we would bring him
glory (Isaiah 43:7), and He invites us into a personal relationship with Him to fulfill
that purpose.

BAM businesses are part of God’s redemptive plan

God is on a mission to reconcile these four spheres of brokenness and business can
be a primary way of bringing this about. The apostle Paul reminds us that “God was
reconciling the world to himself in Christ, not counting people’s sins against them.
And he has committed to us the message of reconciliation. We are therefore Christ’s
ambassadors, as though God were making his appeal through us”  (2 Cor 5:19-20
NIV).

Investing in redemptive business is an amazing way to be an ambassador for Christ..

It is a big mission, and as followers of Christ we should be humbled that we have the
privilege of participating in it. Churches everywhere rightly emphasize the spiritual
aspect of the world’s brokenness, namely our fractured relationship with God.
However, there is often seldom direct talk about healing the other three areas of
brokenness or any acknowledgement that this kind of healing is also part of the
mission to which God has called us.

The Business as Mission movement is shining a spotlight on the tremendous
oppression that comes through poverty, hunger, lack of clean water, preventable
diseases, absence of education, environmental degradation, and other social
problems. These reflect the brokenness caused by the fall, and missional business is
uniquely positioned to facilitate healing.

The following story illustrates what an intentionally missional business looks like.

Central Asia, 2008



One critical consideration when making “missional impact investments” is choosing
businesses whose owners are like-minded in their desire to use their businesses to
expand the kingdom of God. This is a very clear differentiation from Biblically
Responsible Investing [BRI], which primarily seeks to screen out companies which
are involved in activities which compromise Christian  values. BAM investors invest in
companies that are proactively furthering the kingdom of God through their
commercial enterprise.

In 2008, during my first due-diligence visit to a company in Central Asia I began to
build a relationship with the owner to make sure that our interests aligned. To say
that he was intimidating when we met the first time is an understatement. This
six-foot-six, 220-pound former athlete and mountain rescue climber was himself a
mountain of muscle.  He established and ran a printing publishing company for over
a decade before we met. His company had become the fifth largest printing
publishing company in the country.

We examined the past financial performance of his company, the marketing and
sales projections, products, market size, and competition. The development fund I
served with was evaluating whether or not we should extend a $400,000 loan to the
company for the purchase of a new high-speed, four-color, Ryobi printing press. It
was critical that the business was capable of repaying such a large loan and, just as
important, that the owner was aligned with our objective of seeing the name of
Jesus lifted up in a land where His name is rarely spoken.  His response to the
following question would indicate confirmation that he was “like-minded”:

“If we help you buy a high-speed color printing press, what will be the most
profitable use for that equipment?” I asked.

After thinking for a moment, my new friend responded that the most profitable use
for that equipment would be to produce vodka labels and cigarette packaging. Then
there was silence.

Had I traveled more than 6,000 miles in 36 hours to invest in a business that wants to
print vodka labels and cigarette cartons? Was this going to be the shortest meeting
of my life in one of the most distant places to which I had ever traveled? I could
invest in the Vice fund back home and achieve the same results!

Following the long pause, however, a smile cracked the corner of his mouth and he
continued: “We will not be using the machine to make lovely vodka labels or tobacco
packages. Doing such a thing would contradict our belief that these products take
advantage of people’s addictions and that they are harmful to people and society.
Our desire is to honor Christ with our printing.”



He then explained his strategy. With the new Ryobi printing press  he could  become
the highest quality printer in Central Asia. He laid out a business plan for printing
magazines that needed to have western-quality, perfect-color shading on quality
materials—periodicals such as bridal magazines, cosmetic brochures, and travel
advertisements needing impeccable color tones. He explained that he was already in
negotiations with both interior design and architectural magazine publishers and he
was on the verge of signing a contract with the government to print the first
full-color, national encyclopedia for this country. These projects would provide similar
or even better profit potential as printing vodka labels without compromising his
Christian values.

Even more, his commitment to developing an upstanding company went even
deeper and connected with the vision of a BAM company. While 50 percent of the
company production time would be allocated to profitable business, the remaining
production time would be used for printing Christian literature at cost and without
profit (printing Christian literature was a legal enterprise in this country and this
business partnered with other organizations for the distribution of the literature). The
result was a modestly profitable business that could simultaneously repay a loan and
have a profound impact for the kingdom of God.

(On a side note, the owner of this company eventually became one of my closest
friends—his daughter lived at our home for several months during the revolution
and coup which took place in their country in 2010, we have vacationed together,
and I became his de facto English tutor when we worked side by side for several
months in Alaska.)

Investing in a business like this makes perfect sense to me when I consider my role
as a fiduciary of God’s resources. Sure, it presents a higher risk than investing in a
stock or mutual fund at home. Sure, there could be a revolution—the borders could
be closed, currency could freeze up, economic activity could collapse. In fact, all of
these things did occur. But, over the twenty years the business operated it printed
nearly eighty percent of all Bibles and other Christian literature in that region of the
world, making hundreds of thousands of Bibles available in languages spoken in
countries where Bibles must be smuggled. The business also repaid its entire loan
faithfully as the Lord provided after the revolution was complete and business could
be restored.

None of this was easy. In fact, there were many threats to the business, threats you
would never need to think about if you simply invested the way your financial
planner suggests. One night I forwarded the following email to my friends in
America, asking them to pray for this business and for the safety of my friend, his
wife, and his family. Several people responded to my prayer request wanting
verification of its authenticity because it sounded like spam.  Here is the email:



To: Undisclosed Recipients

Subject: Urgent prayer request

Dear friends:

Please pray for AS now. For the past several months an angry neighbor
with high political influence has been trying to have the business shut
down. The neighbor used his influence to have every government
agency called in to find fault (frequently bribed to do so). In October
they hired armed guards to storm our building during the night shift
with automatic weapons. The goal was to threaten and to scare our
workers. All those efforts failed since no infraction was found by any of
the government agencies. Last night things took a new turn. The
neighbor hired a band of 30-40 ruffians/thugs, and armed with
submachine guns and Molotov Cocktails (bottles filled with gas), they
came to S's house (just 50 meters from AS) and threatened to burn his
house down if he did not stop the presses. The police were called in,
but they did nothing to stop the mob, so there was no choice but to
give in to their demands. Please pray for wisdom, peace, protection,
love, and for God to get the glory and for his kingdom to continue to
expand through the good news literature that we print. Especially pray
for the personal safety of S and his wife E and his family.

-j-

PS – Today was the final day of an intensive 2 month course on "good
news" translation. More details on that later… too busy now with urgent
things to write.

(Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 2:47 PM)

(The postscript may be one of the most interesting aspects of the email since, over
the years, distraction, disruption, conflict, illness, and calamity have frequently
occurred just at the most critical time when presses were running to complete a
major Bible printing or a Christian literature publishing project.)

Ask yourself, Have I ever needed to pray about problems like this concerning my
current portfolio options?

What will influence a culture more, donations or “moving into the
neighborhood''?

Christians tend to think that the only way they need to support God’s purposes is
through donations. In contrast, other religions and cultures gain influence in a
society by investing in business and education which results in political influence
and ultimately large-scale cultural impact.



I have come to agree with my friend who has lived in Central Asia since 1994. He says
that for the most part, Christian organizations which seek to influence the culture
have shown up underfunded, ill-prepared and without a unified strategy. On the
other hand, Muslims have come with significant financial resources and a long-term
plan to gain influence in business, education and politics.

I could clearly see in the span of ten years, that the largest university, largest
automobile dealership, largest hotel, largest manufacturer, and largest mosque have
all been built in this city with financial investments and subsidies from the Middle
East. The resulting change in the young adult culture is evident as they realize the
best path to success and financial improvement is to attend the Turkish University
and to get a job that is sponsored by one of the large Middle Eastern companies.

Vision is having well-formed goals, an absolute necessity to anybody who is trying to
accomplish anything. “Where there is no vision, the people perish” (Prov. 29:18, KJV)
tells us.  I must again agree with my friend when he says that many times it appears
as though western Christians have small vision, especially in contrast to Muslim
influencers.  Perhaps part of the reason that Christian missional projects are
frequently disjointed and often small is due to a lack of collaboration, no unified
strategy, or insufficient capital.  Business as Mission strategies provide solutions to
those deficiencies and open opportunities for larger, clearer vision.

In Proverbs 29:18, “perish” is the Hebrew word yip·pā·ra‘ which connotes a feeling of
unrestrained wildness,4 like long hair blown in the wind. Strategic investment
requires collaboration with shared vision and unified strategy. It cannot be wild and
appear to be blowing in the wind without restraint.  BAM businesses are
demonstrating stable vision and strategy, integrating the principles of the Great
Commission with their commitment to bring reconciliation and restoration in social,
economic, environmental, and spiritual spheres.

Will we gain vision?

These observations make me wonder where are the Christian investors willing to
deploy resources to gain similar influence in the education, business, and politics of
unreached countries. When will we learn to work collaboratively and invest
strategically on a large scale to build the kingdom of God in difficult frontier
markets?

As God’s oikonomos,  fiduciaries of His resources, so we consider it too risky? It seems
risky if we are thinking that the resources are ours and to be used for our personal
comfort, pleasure, and security. But, if we are serious about our duty to bring the
gospel to the least-reached areas of the world, there is no more effective or

4 https://biblehub.com/proverbs/29-18.htm#lexicon



sustainable solution than making large-scale investments in businesses that can and
will influence their local societies.

Let’s “move into the neighborhood.”
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